ABSTRACT Identifying and localizing the user's visual attention can enable various intelligent service computing paradigms in a mobile environment. However, existing solutions can only compute the gaze direction, but without the distance to the intended target. In addition, most of them rely on eye tracker or similar infrastructure support. This paper explores the possibility of using portal mobile devices, e.g., smartphone, to detect the visual attention of a user. i-VALS only requires the user to do one simple action to localize the intended object: gazing at the intended object and holding up the smartphone so that the object and the user's face can be simultaneously captured by the front and rear cameras. We develop efficient algorithms to obtain both the distance between the camera and user, the user's gaze direction and the object's direction from the camera. The object's location can then be computed by solving a trigonometric problem. i-VALS has been prototyped on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) devices. The extensive experiment results show that i-VALS achieves high accuracy and small latency, effectively supporting a large variety of applications in smart environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In mobile service computing environment, the identification and recommendation for the potential service objects is the key to minimize service transition delay and improve the service quality [1] - [3] . Among various of technologies, identifying and localizing the user's visual attention is the one of the most efficient way to improve service intelligence in mobile environment [4] - [7] . Visual attention potentially represents human mental activities such as planning or purpose [8] . Human visual attention detection, which determines the location of the object that a person is looking at, provides tremendous benefits for services computing in mobile environments.
Obviously, conventional human-computer interface, such as keyboard, voice, touchscreen, or wireless smart sensing based techniques [9] - [12] etc. can hardly provide such convenience. Recent studies have been investigating how to recognize human visual information using wearable devices such as Smart Glass. For example, iGaze [13] and iShadow [14] are two recent systems that track human eye gaze. These
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuiguang Deng. approaches have two main limitations. First, glass-like wearable devices are not ubiquitous and it is cost-inefficient to wear special devices just for interacting with a smart environment. In fact, methods that can be implemented on smartphones are much more desired. Second, these approaches can only detect gaze directions and do not provide the distance of the intended object. They could be error-prone when multiple objects sit on a same gaze direction.
In this work, we design and implement a smartphonebased visual attention localization system, called i-VALS. The operation of i-VALS is very simple. As shown in Fig. 1 , a user stares at the intended object, while holding up her smartphone to take photos for the object. In this process, i-VALS simultaneously captures the object as well as the user's face using the rear and front cameras respectively. It then computes the intended object's location, including both the gaze direction and distance to the object.
i-VALS is implemented on commodity smartphones. It operates in two stages, namely the visual attention detection and device localization. In the first stage, i-VALS builds an accurate face model in advance as the reference for calculating the distance and angle from the user to the front camera. Then i-VALS tracks the angle from the object to the rear camera. In addition, it computes the gaze direction from the user to the object. With these parameters, the object's relative position to the user can be calculated via trigonometric computation. In the second stage, i-VALS employs a hybrid vision-based device localization scheme. Combining the object's relative position, i-VALS obtains the object's global location. The location information about the object can be used as input to existing applications, e.g., Location Based Service (LBS), for more intelligent and convenient services. We summarize the major contributions as follows.
• We design a visual attention localization system and implement it on Commodity Off-The-Shelf (COTS) smartphones. Compared to previous approaches, i-VALS extends the spatial resolution of visual attention detection from one-dimension (angle-only) to 3D (angle-distance).
• i-VALS is based on the existing smartphone systems and does not rely on any extra infrastructure. It is easy to operate and significantly reduces the deployment cost.
• We extend the current advances of computer vision and design algorithms to estimate the gaze direction of a human face in a picture. Innovations of i-VALS's gaze direction estimation include unsupervised face modeling, fine-grained pose compensation, and optimal smoother based camera position estimation. To realize i-VALS in real smartphones, We also propose a novel iris center localization method, accurate yet efficient linear gaze model, and accurate indoor device localization scheme.
• We prototype i-VALS on the iOS platform. Extensive experimental results show that i-VALS achieves high accuracy and low latency.
II. RELATED WORK
Capturing human's visual attention is a very challenging task. To achieve this goal, accurate gaze estimation is necessary. The approaches of gaze estimation can be categorized into two groups: model-based approaches and appearance-based approaches. The model-based approaches usually adopt a 2D or 3D eyeball model [13] , [15] . By localizing the iris center, the eyeball's 3D pose is estimated, and eventually the gaze direction can be computed. The human cornea has strong reflection in visible light spectrum. Some approaches Table. 1.
use Infra-red cameras to capture the eyes image [16] , [17] . Appearance-based approaches [14] , [18] avoid the complex modeling for eyeball. They treat the complete eye image as a long description vector. iGaze [13] and iShadow [14] are designed and implemented based on the glass-style hardware for gaze estimation. iGaze [13] uses a fine-grained 3D eyeball model based algorithm, while iShadow [14] uses a feedforward neural network based scheme.
Three most similar works to i-VALS are OPS [19] , CamLoc [20] , and Ubicarse [21] . Both of OPS and CamLoc are designed to localize a remote building, however, they rely on different technologies. OPS requires user to take multiple photos from different positions. The building's position is then estimated via 3D point cloud and multi-lateration. Compared to i-VALS, OPS requires large angle span, which is not convenient for instant use. CamLoc requires user to take two pictures for the building with a special arm gesture, and estimates the distance by comparing the object's appearance size in two photos. However, it suffers from low accuracy when the building is wrongfully segmented. Ubicarse is an accurate object geotagging system, the core of which is based on an accurate indoor device localization approach. As it also uses 3D point cloud to estimate the object's relative position, Ubicarse shares the same issues as OPS.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Although involving many complicated techniques, the basic idea behind i-VALS is simple. We transform the intention detection problem into a simple 3D geometry problem, as shown in Fig. 2 . The symbols in the figure is detailed in Table 1 . From measurement and computation, we can obtain four elements using the smartphone shown as the red elements in the figure. They are the directional vectors from the rear camera and user's face to the intended object, denoted as u c r ob and u face ob respectively, the face position in the front camera view t c f face , and the position of the front camera w.r.t. the rear camera t c r c f . Given these elements, the goal of i-VALS is to determine the relative location of the intended object, denoted as t face ob . The visual attention can then be easily computed on the smartphone. In designing i-VALS, we face the following challenges, and address them in the subsequent sections.
• Prior face tracking methods usually demand highperformance computing capability and cannot be directly used on the computational resource-limited mobile platform. We have to pursue an effective face tracking solution that satisfies the following requirements: high accuracy, high robustness, and low latency.
• It is not easy to acquire an accurate 3D model for facial features using existing solutions. Prior work usually requires high quality images, which is difficult to be obtained by mobile smartphones. Meanwhile, they do not have a general parameter tuning mechanism and reducing the tuning overhead is also non-trivial.
• As show in Fig. 2 , the distance between smartphone and user's face is critical in solving the 3D geometry problem. However, vision-based estimation incurs variance. and it is worse during the movement. This variance becomes larger during the user's movement. It will be propagated and amplified in the later distance estimation on the intended object.
• In the phase of gaze estimation, a big challenge is to accurately localize the iris center. Prior approaches usually work in an ideal condition, where most iris area should be observed by the camera. In i-VALS operating scenario, large part of iris area, however, may be occluded by eyelids. Furthermore, the front camera of user's smartphone is often in low-resolution. In addition, the cornea's reflection poses nonnegligible impact to the localization. Thus we cannot directly utilize existing solutions.
• Visual attention detection requires high accuracy in the device localization, i.e., locating the physical position of smartphones. However, the localization accuracy is unsatisfied to meet the requirement in the state-of-the-art device localization approaches. The best performance of them is merely about sub-meter level, while i-VALS can only tolerate localization errors within few centimeters. Even worse, many of them depend on expensive or specific devices, e.g., USRP, and hence are hardly compatible with commodity smartphones.
IV. FACE POSE ESTIMATION
In the first phase of i-VALS, two factors are necessary to determine the user's face pose. One is the accurate visual tracking for some highly distinguishable facial anchor nodes (FANs). The other is to obtain the FANs' 3D coordinates on user's face, which is referred as Reference Model in the following. The user's face pose, denoted by R c f face , can then be estimated by comparing the FANs' 2D pixel coordinates with Reference Model via a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithm [22] .
A. ACTIVE SHAPE MODEL (ASM) BASED FANS TRACKING
i-VALS chooses seven highly distinguishable facial features as the FANs, as shown in Fig. 3 . A challenge here is that in the literature no available solution meets both the accuracy and efficiency requirements on current mobile platform. To balance between accuracy and efficiency, we choose Active Shape Model (ASM) [23] for our tracking framework. Instead of tracking each feature independently, ASM treats multiple features as one combination and transforms the tracking task as an optimization problem bounded by their spatial constraints. To implement this idea, ASM is built upon two things, a set of small patches and a shape model. A patch is an object detector trained for a given feature, whilst the shape model captures the geometric constraints among those features. One drawback of ASM is its poor accuracy in face tracking applications [24] , mainly due to the original 1-dimensional patch system. In order to improve the accuracy, we retain the shape modeling part of ASM, which uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to capture the shape variation. While for the patch model, we choose the 2D correlation based patch model over the rest advanced replacements based on a preliminary evaluation. Such a re-designed ASM is accurate, efficient and easy in training.
2D Correlation-Based Patch: As the name suggests, a 2D correlation-based patch is essentially a 2D correlation template. LetP f k denote a patch trained for facial feature f k . P f k yields the highest correlation response iff the test image T i contains the feature f k . This can be formally expressed as the following optimization problem.
where R is an ideal response map that has a centered 2D-Gaussian distribution with small σ , T i is the i-th training image, and T f k is the image right-centered at feature f k . Since Eq. (1) is in the standard form of linear least square (LLS),P f k can be efficiently approximated using stochastic gradient descent algorithm:
where ∇F(P) is the gradient of F(P) such that
To adopt ASM-based tracking, i-VALS requires the user to record a short training video before the first use for training the patches and shape model. To this end, a user just keeps his/her head still while moving the smartphone around the face to cover wide viewing angles. The per-frame groundtruth of FANs is obtained via ERT approach [25] . Fig. 4 (a) shows an example of trained 2D patches and Fig. 4 (b) shows the corresponding shape model and its variants.
B. UNSUPERVISED EXTRACTION FOR REFERENCE MODEL
The PnP algorithm used in i-VALS requires the FANs' 3D coordinates. If only extracting such few points, it is excessive to use the 3D surface reconstruction approaches. Moreover, those approaches suffer from challenging parameter tuning, high computation overhead, and luminance noise [26] .
We propose an unsupervised two-stage approach for i-VALS to extract the Reference Model from the training video. i-VALS first identifies the most frontal face for the user. Base on this face, it determines the FANs' 2D coordinates. With such planar position constraints, i-VALS then estimates the height of each nodes.
1) ESTIMATION FOR THE 2D COORDINATES OF FANS
Because the 2D Reference Model equals to the 2D coordinates of FANs on the most frontal face, the estimation task is equivalent to identify the most frontal face from the training video. Our approach is based on a statistical insight. Suppose that a training image set covers all face poses uniformly. In each training image, the distance for each pair of FANs is collected. In this way, we can actually obtain a distance distribution for each pair of FANs. The statistical insight is that the median value of the distributed distances equals to the pair-wise distance among its FANs on the most frontal face [27] . Based on this insight, we build a adjacency matrixD, in which its elementD (i,j) is the median value of the distance between the i-th and j-th FANs in all training images.
Theoretically, we can obtain the 2D Reference Model fromD. However, there is no close form solution to extract the node coordinates from the adjacency matrix. To solve this problem, we adopt isomap [28] , a non-linear multidimensional scaling algorithm, to visualize the adjacency matrixD. The recovered node coordinates best preserve the pair-wise distances specified inD. We use these coordinates as the 2D Reference Model.
2) HEIGHT ESTIMATION FOR FANS
In i-VALS, the FANs' height is estimated by reversely using the face pose estimation. Pose estimation is a classical Perspective-n-Points (PnP) problem. Given the object's 2D pixel coordinates on the image and its corresponding 3D Model in world-frame, a PnP solver [22] aims to find an optimal pose and position estimation that minimizes the re-projection error, e rpj .
Interestingly, this operation can be used in reverse to help estimate the relative heights of FANs. Given the FANs' pixel coordinates in each test image, and their 2D reference coordinates, the square sum of e rpj across all test images is definitely minimized iff each FAN's height is closest to the true value. Implementing this idea, however, induces high computational overhead. Due to the complicated PnP operation, it would be more tremendous to search for 7 FANs' heights using capacity limited mobile devices. To minimize the search space, we first assume the left-outer, left-inner, right-inner, and right-outer canthus points are coplanar, i.e., their heights are all 0. We then assume the heights of two nose edge points are identical. In this way, we reduce the search space from 7 heights to only 2 heights, i.e., the heights of nose-edge h nose and mid-upper lid h midlip . VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The filter result of re-projection error. The darkest point corresponds to the optimal heights combination.
We use EPNP [22] as the PnP solver. The error for each heights combination is recorded. A Gaussian kernel filter is applied to smooth the error surface. The point with minimal error is chosen as the optimal heights combination. Fig. 5 shows an example of the filtered error surface and the optimal heights combination for h nose and h midlip . In this way, i-VALS obtains the accurate Reference Model of FANs.
C. ERROR COMPENSATION AND FACE POSE ESTIMATION
Any tiny error in either the FANs' tracking and Reference Model will incur non-trivial error to face pose estimation. Moreover, we observe that the error varies along the different face pose. In order to minimize the error, we introduce a one-time calibration process to obtain the accurate face pose estimation.
1) FINE-GRAINED ERROR CALIBRATION
As it is difficult to track down the error source, we adopt a packaged solution: we introduce an error-calibration transformation R , as shown in the following equation. It is transparently inserted before R Since R varies along the face pose, we model R as a function of R c f face − , denoted by F. We propose a one-time error-calibration approach to approximate F. As previously described, during the recording of training video we require the user to hold the smartphone and move around his/her head, while keeping the head still. The movement should cross a wide span with a large angle.
Theoretically, the user's face pose change measured by the front camera should be identical to the smartphone's pose change measured by dead-reckoning. However, these is a gap between them. It will equal to R if we assume the pose estimation measured by dead-reckoning is as accurate as the ground-truth.
In the k-th moment of the training video, the smartphone's pose estimated by dead-reckoning (R navi body ), vision-based (5), we obtain the estimation for R (k) :
where 
, and then transform A back into the form of rotation matrix. The result we obtained is the current error correction transformation R .
2) FACE POSE ESTIMATION
Combining the FANs tracking, Reference Model, and fine-grained error compensation, we eventually obtain the face pose and position w.r.t. the front camera, i.e., R 
V. CAMERA POSITION ESTIMATION
Undoubtedly, i-VALS demands high precision for the smartphone's pose and position. Besides the face pose, the PnP algorithm also estimates the relative position of the front camera to the user's face, denoted by t c f face . Its accuracy is time-invariant, however contains large variance. The variance will be propagated to and significantly amplified in the estimation for the intended object.
On the other hand, the mainstream smartphone has the capable of dead-reckoning (DR), which provides accurate estimation for the transient motion acceleration. However, it will soon drift away, due to the noise in the motion sensors. Apparently, these two complementary technologies are able to fuse to yield accurate estimations for smartphone's positions. In the following, we first calculate the transient motion acceleration via dead-reckoning, as presented in Section V-A, and then fuse the motion acceleration with vision-based position estimation via RTS smoother, as described in Section V-B.
A. TRANSIENT MOTION ACCELERATION CALCULATION BY DR
Motion acceleration is the difference between the totallyexperienced acceleration and the projection of gravity. To obtain the projection of gravity, we need to obtain the smartphone's transient pose.
For high computational efficiency, we use quaternion in pose calculation instead of the rotation matrix. Because the pure gyroscope integration is more accurate and efficient in short time periods, we only use the gyroscope readings to update the pose. Let quaternion q navi body denote the smartphone's current pose. It is updated via the following differential equation.
whereq navi body is the derivative of q navi body , and ω = ω x , ω y , ω z is the angular velocity measured by gyroscope. We adopt Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF45) method to solve Eq. 8.
We then switch back to use the rotation matrix R to represent the pose for better clarity. For each pose R navi body , we have the motion acceleration in navi-frame as
where a body is the totally-experienced acceleration and g navi = [0, 0, g] T is the gravitational acceleration in naviframe.
To perform the sensor fusion with vision-based measurements, we transform a navi into a face by the following equations (10) where the cascaded rotations transform the motion acceleration from navi-frame to face-frame via the smartphone's body-frame and the front camera's c f -frame.
B. SENSOR FUSION BASED ON RTS SMOOTHER
The solutions available for sensor fusion are the forward estimators, e.g., Kalman Filter or Particle Filter, which have been widely used. These kinds of estimators only use the measurements to suppress the error for the upcoming moments, while the accumulated error before each measurement is not corrected. In i-VALS's scenario, the final estimation for the intended object is a combination of a series of measurements. Thus, the error should be minimized during the whole course, where the conventional estimators do not work. Apparently, a forward-backward smoother is more suitable to meet this requirement. The main advantage of such a smoother is its ability to correct the past error using the upcoming measurements. As more upcoming measurements are collected, the smoother tends to be optimal. Fig. 8 illustrates the difference between forward estimator and forward-backward smoother.
To minimize the error, we use RTS (Rauch-TungStriebel) [29] , which is an efficient fixed-interval smoother, to combine the vision-based estimation and dead-reckoning. Indeed, RTS is a variant of Kalman filter. Hence, i-VALS still requires the system dynamic equation, measurement equation, covariance of process noise, and covariance of measurements. Due to the limited space, we brief the setup for these elements. The detail of RTS refers to the common usage of Kalman filter [29] .
To shape the sensor fusion in Kalman filter form, we use a sextuple
where F (k) , G (k) are the state transition matrix and the control input matrix, respectively. They are defined as follows.
The control input vector u (k) = a face (k) is the motion acceleration calculated previously. Assuming its noise is u (k) = N (0, σ 2 p ), the process noise is then given as
, and the process noise covariance is
For the Kalman filter's measurement equation
, we have the measurement z (k) = t face c f , and the measurement matrix H k = I 3 t · 0 3 . We assume the measurement noise v (k) = N (0, σ 2 r ), then the measurement covariance matrix is R (k) = σ 2 r I 3 . We now use RTS to obtain the optimal estimation. A standard Kalman filter is executed. Meanwhile, i-VALS stores the a priori and post priori probability at time k, denoted by P − (k) and P + (k) . Then, for the time k = N , N − 1, ..., 1, 0, i-VALS uses the following equations in RTS to obtain the optimally smoothed resultx (k) :
We then extract the first three elements ofx (k) as the final estimated smartphone's position. For more details about RTS, please refer to [29] .
VI. GAZE DIRECTION ESTIMATION
In this section, we describe the method to compute user's gaze direction. We divide this task into two stages: iris center localization and gaze direction computation. for k ← 1 to n spin do 10:
end for 13: return s cvxt 14: end function
A. IRIS CENTER LOCALIZATION
Three major difficulties bring big challenges to the iris center localization. The first is the occlusion. The eyelids and eyelash often occlude a large portion of the iris area. The shadow casted by eyelids further blurs the boundary between the eyelid and iris. The second problem is the cornea's strong reflection. It often results in a bright spot on the iris boundary. The last one is the low quality imaging. The smartphone's front camera is much worse than the rear camera.
Various of solutions have been proposed to localize the iris center. However, it is still difficult to achieve high accuracy and low latency simultaneously. Circle detection based approach [30] cannot is not suitable for i-VALS because the iris boundary is ambiguous and incomplete. Gradient or isophote based approaches [31] are not accurate due to the strong noise around the iris boundary. Daugman's integrodifferential approach [32] produces relatively better results. However, its computational cost is too high to run over mobile devices in real-time.
Facing these difficulties, we propose our two-steps approach We first perform an accurate iris area segmentation using an adaptive pixel ranking algorithm. Then we identify the iris center via a customized convexity metric. Before performing above processes, we use the feature points of the inner and outer canthus as the reference point to extract the images for both eyes.
1) IRIS AREA SEGMENTATION
Given an eye image, it is intuitive to segment the iris area using color-based thresholding. However, the non-uniform luminance distribution and glow spots brought by cornea's reflection make the thresholding not workable. We propose an adaptive pixel ranking technique to tackle this problem. The pixels' spatial relevance is first taken into consideration to preserve the structure information. We then use an iterative pixel clustering process to overcome the non-uniform luminance distribution. Given a color image, we denote its pixel set as P. For each pixel p ∈ P, we enlarge its data dimension such that p = (r, g, b, αx, αy) where r, g, b is the RGB color values, (x, y) are the pixel's coordinate, and α, usually within [0.1, 0.4], is the ratio used to combine the color and coordinate. By involving the pixel's coordinates, the impacts from both the color and position domains are taken into the consideration.
We then perform a k-round clustering process on P. In the i-th (i ∈ [1, k]) round, a 2-means clustering is performed. The input pixel set of the i-th round, denoted by P i (P 1 = P), is split into two clusters. One is lighter-colored and the other is darker-colored. The darker-colored pixel set then becomes the input set for the next round, and the rank for these pixels increase 1. After k rounds clustering, each pixel is associated with a rank value. We denote this rank image as I rank .
With I rank , the goal of iris area segmentation is equivalent to determine in which rank and above the rank image is most probably the iris area. The solution is inspired by a finding observed in the preliminary evaluations: the iris area usually is the most convex shape, i.e., the rank image with the highest convexity. The convexity of a shape S, denoted by Cvxt(S), is defined as
Cvxt(S) = Ar(S)/Ar(CvxHl(S))
where Ar(S) returns the area of S, and CvxHl(S) returns S's convex hull. Convex hull is the smallest convex shape which contains the original one. We select the rank with the highest convexity, and use the convex hull of the selected rank image as the segmented iris area. We denote it as I IR . Fig. 10 (b) to (c) show the ranked image and the best rank extraction for the example eye in Fig. 10 (a) .
2) IRIS CENTER LOCALIZATION
The challenge is obvious for iris center localization: I IR is an irregular convex shape. It is quite difficult to obtain an analytic solution to localize the true iris center. Thus, we need to devise an efficient algorithm to approximate it. We develop our idea based a simple observation. First, let us consider a general case: given an arbitrary convex shape, we rotate it many times around a fix point p o with 2π/n interval, and superimpose the rotated shapes onto the original one. Not out of expectation, the result shape tends to a perfect circle as n → ∞. Now there comes our key insight: when the rotation center p o is getting closer to the true iris center, a smaller n is required for the superimposition result to become a perfect circle. Meanwhile, the rim of I IR is more re-used in the superimposed circle.
Based on above observation, we formulate the following optimization problem to approximate the true iris center.
The objective function SpinS (Spinning Superimposition) is detailed in Algorithm 1. SpinS first rotates the image n spin times around p with an angle interval of θ step = 2π/n spin . n spin is usually a fixed value between [5, 10] . In this way, the rotated images are evenly distributed in [0, 2π]. Then these images are superimposed onto a single image, denoted by I sip in Algorithm 1. Note that, there are different strategies to combine the images. In our previous work [33] , I sip = I sip OR I k IR . However, such a treatment may lose robustness when I IR contains some sharp prong. In this paper, the superimposition level information is preserved by I sip = I sip + I k IR . The convexcity for each level is utilized in the final decision.
The ordinary SpinS shown in Algorithm 1 is not computationally efficient. Several tricks derived from the implementation significantly accelerate the process. First, a group of rotated I IR s are shared for all SpinS computation. Thus, the image rotation in SpinS is replaced by a much faster image translation. Second, instead of directly computing the convex hull of L k we calculate the convex hull for the Delaunay Triangulation of L k , which contains much fewer points. Third, thanks to the convergence movement of human eyes, the estimated iris center of one eye helps reduce the search area of the other eye. At last, we use Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm to solve Eq. 15, and initialize the trials from the previous result. Fig. 9 shows a group of example images and their SpinS responses. We clearly see that, the point with the minimal SpinS value is the center of the circle. Fig.10 (d) to (f) show the SpinS based iris center localization for the example image in Fig.10 (a) . With the metric SpinS, the iris center localization can be formulated as the following optimization problem
3) IRIS CENTER'S LOCATION IN FACE -FRAME
The 3D coordinate of iris center w.r.t. front camera, denoted as t c f is , is simply the intersection point between the directional vector towards the iris center u c f is and the face plane P face . We solve it using analytic geometry. Transforming t c f is from the c f -frame to face-frame, we obtain the coordinates of the iris center in the face-frame, t face is .
B. GAZE DIRECTION ESTIMATION
The task here is to establish the mapping between the iris center's coordinate t face is and the gaze direction in face-frame, denoted as u face gaze . Traditional approaches [34] use the eyeballs' 3D spherical model to establish the mapping. However, VOLUME 7, 2019 it requires accurate 3D parameters of eyeballs, which is usually not available on COTS devices.
In a typical application scenario of i-VALS, the gaze angle are mostly within ±30 • . In such a small angle span, a planar iris-gaze model is more suitable [34] , as illustrated in Fig. 11 . This model is quite similar to the pinhole camera model [35] . The iris center's coordinate and gazing direction can be analogous to the image pixel coordinates and the corresponding directional vector, respectively. The task now turns to compute the ''intrinsic parameters'' of the gaze pinhole model, denoted as A gaze . It correlates the front camera's position t 
VII. i-VALS COMPUTATION
In this section, we first determine the last necessary element u c r ob , the intended object's direction w.r.t. rear camera. Then, we describe the core technique of visual attention detection, After that, we present a simple approach to fuse the multiple measurements.
A. VISUAL TRACKING FOR THE INTENDED OBJECT
After the user selects ob's position from the view of rear camera, i-VALS needs to continuously track it in the images. Existing tracking approaches may lost tracking if under significant movements. To tackle this problem, we use TLD [36] , a long-term object tracking algorithm, to track ob. TLD simultaneously tracks and learns the appearance of the target, and hence is able to re-capture it when the target re-enters the camera view.
Let I tr denote the object's tracking area returned by TLD, and (u, v) denote the center of it. The directional vector towards ob in the c r -frame, denoted by u c r ob , is then obtained by
where A c r is the intrinsic parameter matrix of the rear camera.
B. INTENDED OBJECT LOCALIZATION
We have collected the three key elements: 
VIII. ACCURATE INDOOR DEVICE LOCALIZATION
Accurate indoor localization is necessary for acquiring the absolute position of the intended object. In recent years, extensive efforts [12] , [21] , [37] have been made to improve the localization accuracy. However, prior works usually require costly deployment and suffer from low robustness. Hence, they are unsuitable for i-VALS. We propose a 2-stage indoor localization scheme, which combines the Wi-Fi fingerprint-based localization and CV-based relative localization.
A. WI-FI FINGERPRINT-BASED LOCALIZATION
With the difficulty and complexity of accurate indoor localization, in the first stage we merely expect room-level accuracy for i-VALS, i.e., enabling to tell the user which room he/she is in. In our prototype, we achieve this goal by adopting a slightly modified RADAR [38] system.
B. VISION BASED RELATIVE LOCALIZATION
Indoor scenes follow the Manhattan World Assumption [39] , where most of the lines in the scene are parallel to the axes of the local orthogonal coordinate frame. Under such assumption, a Vanishing Point Detection (VPD) algorithm can easily identify the local frame as well as the direction of viewer's camera from merely a single image [40] , [41] . Fig. 13 shows the coordinate frame identified by the VPD algorithm proposed in [42] . Our approach is based on this important technique. Before performing i-VALS, the user only needs to take a photo for a highly identifiable scene in the room, e.g., a ceiling or floor corner. Our relative localization scheme will first determine the camera's relative position w.r.t. the corner, and then determine which corner the user is facing.
Relative Position w.r.t. the Corner: Given a photo containing a wall corner, we use VPD algorithm to identify the local coordinate frame, denoted as cnr-frame. As VPD can only estimate the direction of the rear camera in cnrframe, denoted as u cnr The key to L c r is the height of camera w.r.t. ground, denoted as h c r . Let user-frame be the local coordinate frame (RightFront-Up) centered at the user's foot, then the coordinate of user' eyes in user-frame, denoted as t user face , will be (0, 0, h eye ). Consequently, the camera's position in user-frame will be t user c r = R user face · t face c r + t user face . Since the user-frame and cnrframe are at the same floor, h c r = t user c r (3) . Finally, the radius L c r = arcsin θ × h c r .
C. PUT THEM TOGETHER
Besides the frames defined in Table 1 , we further define the floor plan coordinate frame, room coordinate frame as fl-frame and rm-frame, respectively. The absolute position of the intended object in floor plan, denoted as t (19) where R rm cnr and t rm cnr represent the transformation from the facing corner to the room, while R fp rm and t fp rm represent the transformation from room to floor plan.
IX. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
i-VALS is built on OpenCV library [43] , and is currently prototyped on iOS platform. We invite ten volunteers to participate in the following experiments and evaluate the performance of i-VALS.
It is worth to note that current smartphones have the ability of supporting a so-called ''Dual Shot'' mode in their rear camera, by which the smartphone can take pictures or videos from both the front and rear cameras simultaneously. Ideally, i-VALS shall run on all Dual Shot enabled devices. However, in some smartphones the public APIs is currently available. To prototype i-VALS on available devices, we attach a Sony Qx10 [44], a Wi-Fi connected camera, at the back of the smartphone to substitute for the built-in rear camera. The Sony camera can be accessed via a publicly available API, which provides a live view stream with 640x480 resolution at averagely 20fps. Note that, the capability of this camera is much lower than that of the built-in ones in current smartphones, in terms of resolution, frame rate, and sampling rate. And we believe that the Dual Shot mode will be available in a near future. 
A. EVALUATION OF FACE POSE ESTIMATION
A series of tests are conducted to evaluate the accuracy of ASM-based FANs Tracking, Reference Model, and face pose estimation.
1) EVALUATION FOR ASM-BASED FACE TRACKING
The ASM-based FANs tracking is prone to the errors caused by a large facing angle. This error influences the latter face pose and gaze direction estimation. In this test, we evaluate the accuracy of FANs tracking w.r.t. facing angle.
The smartphone is placed in front of each volunteer to video-record their head movement, and we require volunteers to freely rotate their heads to induce large angles. In order to simulate the user's arm length, the distance from the volunteer's face to the smartphone is set as 50cm. The test videos are parsed by both the proposed FANs tracking algorithm and ERT [25] approach. The parsing result by ERT is used as the per-frame ground-truth of FANs' pixel coordinates.
The error data is organized as a function of azimuth angle and elevation angle. Fig. 15 shows the error surface after smoothing. We first notice that, the error is symmetrically distributed in azimuth angle, mainly due to the symmetric FANS on volunteer's face. The error is smaller than 3px when the azimuth angle is within ±25 • , but grows quickly when the azimuth angle is beyond ±40 • . For the elevation angle, the error is much smaller in positive angle (raising head) than in negative angle (lowering head). It is because the nose edge anchor nodes become invisible when the volunteer lowers his/her head. Fortunately in real applications, the phone is usually held in a lower position, i.e., in a positive elevation angle, and the azimuth angle is usually within ±25 • . In short, the ASM-based mechanism guarantees highly accurate FANs tracking.
2) EVALUATION FOR REFERENCE MODEL EXTRACTION
Before evaluating the reference model, we need first obtain the ground-truth 3D coordinates of FANs. We use VisualSfM [26] , a 3D surface reconstruction tool, to generate the fine-grained 3D face model. To guarantee the reconstruction accuracy, for each volunteer, we collect more than 40 face images with wide angle span and also optimize the reconstruction parameters individually. Fig. 16 shows four example models. After the reconstruction, FANs are manually annotated on the model, and their 3D coordinates are used as the ground-truth.
We then evaluate the accuracy of the Unsupervised Reference Model Extraction. 2D Reference Model, or the Most Frontal Face and 3D Reference Model are extracted from volunteers' training videos. Fig. 17 shows the examples of the extracted most frontal faces. The white dots in the figure denote the FANs' 2D reference coordinates. We see that the white dots overlap exactly on the selected FANs.
The accuracy of 2D/3D Reference Model is measured in Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). Fig. 18 shows the CDF of RMSE error distance for both 2D and 3D models. The figure clearly shows that the 2D model is nearly perfect. The RMSE error distance is only 1.1mm in more than 75% chance. This result demonstrates the high accuracy of the unsupervised identification on the Most Front Face. In addition, the MRSE error distance of the 3D model is slightly larger than that of 2D model. We consider the added error is mainly due to the error amplification effect caused by the PnP process. Nevertheless, the error is still well controlled within 1.8mm in 75% chance.
3) EVALUATION FOR FACE POSE ESTIMATION
When evaluating the accuracy of face pose estimation, we meet the same problem as raised in Section IV-C.1: we do not have the ground-truth of face poses.
To solve this problem, we re-use the method proposed in Section IV-C.1 to evaluate the estimation accuracy. One volunteer V a , keeps his head still, while another volunteer randomly moves a smartphone in front of V a 's face to estimate V a 's face pose. Since V a keeps his/her head still, the pose change of V a 's face should be identical to that of the smartphone. We still assume the smartphone's pose estimation by dead-reckoning is much more accurate than the vision-based face pose estimation. Therefore, the pose gap between them reflects the accuracy of the face pose estimation. Fig. 19 shows an example of this approach. Fig. 19 (a) and Fig. 19 (b) show the pose change trajectories of face and those of the smartphone during the random movement. Fig. 19 (c) shows the trajectory of the gap between those two pose changes. Figure. 19 (d) shows the error CDF of the face pose estimation. We split the errors into the azimuth and elevation directions. We find that the one-time calibration process significantly improves the accuracy with up to 0.8 • . Moreover, in more than 80% experiments, the error is within 1.7 • for both azimuth and elevation. We also observe that there is slight deviation in these two angles. This is mainly caused by the anisotropic error distribution of FANs tracking. 
B. EVALUATION FOR IRIS CENTER LOCALIZATION
Before evaluation, We need to first generate a test image set. Each volunteer records a 3-minute test video. During the test, the volunteers turn their gaze direction freely. 50 frames are randomly selected from the video. The ground-truth coordinates of the left and right iris centers are manually annotated for each image. In this way, we collect a test image set of totally 1000 eye images including both eyes. Two state-of-the-art iris center localization algorithms, namely the gradient-based [45] and isophote-based [31] approaches, are also implemented as the comparison to our approach. Fig. 20 shows some typical examples of eye image, and marks the iris center localization results of the three approaches by colored crosses. We see that the eye images captured by the front camera is with very low quality. Furthermore, the occluded iris region, strong cornea reflection, and blurred iris boundary jointly increase the difficulty of the iris center localization. In Fig. 20 , it can be observed that the gradient-based approach first fails while under strong cornea reflection. On the other hand, the Isophote-based approach performs closely to our algorithm. However, it also fails when the iris boundary is blurred.
Since the size of eye images varies with the change of viewing distance and angle, we use a so-called Relative Distance to normalize the distance metric. We define it as the ratio between the pixel coordinate distance and the width of the eye image. Fig. 21 shows the error CDF of three approaches. It is clear that i-VALS outperforms other two approaches in terms of accuracy and robustness.
The eyelid occlusion in vertical direction poses significant impact on the accuracy. We further investigate the error distribution in horizontal and vertical directions. The result shown in Fig. 22 confirms such impact. The error in vertical direction is averagely 0.03 larger than in horizontal direction. However, considering the unavoidable eyelid occlusion, such small errors is tolerable. 
C. EVALUATION FOR GAZE DIRECTION ESTIMATION
We setup an evaluation testbed as shown in Fig. 23 , to evaluate the accuracy of gaze estimation. Black markers are taped in a grid on the wall. Each volunteer, sitting in front the smartphone, gazes at the landmarks in sequence. i-VALS then estimates the gaze direction.
To understand the error contribution from both face pose estimation and the iris center localization, the evaluation repeats for 3 times but with different head poses. In the first group, the volunteer stairs at the markers while keeping his/her still. In the second group, the volunteer keeps his/her eyeball still w.r.t. face, and switches the gaze at markers mainly by changing the face pose. In the last group, volunteer moves his/her head and eyes jointly in the most natural way. Fig. 24 shows the error CDF. In most cases, the error is very small. The error is relatively higher in the cases in the head-only or eyes-only groups. The eye-only moving group has the largest error, around 3 • in average. However, the error is only 1.3 • in average, when both the head and eyes move. The reason behind such phenomena is that, both the face pose estimation and iris center localization are more accurate when the pose change or eye movement is small. Therefore, when the head and eyes move freely, better accuracy can be achieved. However, for the head-only or eyes-only cases, the required pose change or eye movement is much larger. As the consequence, their error would be larger. 
D. EVALUATION FOR OBJECT LOCALIZATION IN LOCAL AREA
In this experiment, we first evaluate the accuracy of i-VALS with just one single measurement, and then evaluate the accuracy improvement from merging multiple measurements.
Due to the nature of Law of Sines, the smaller the ob is, the lower accuracy the calculation is with. Therefore, the user's head position has a large impact on the i-VALS accuracy. In the first evaluation, we evaluate this impact in practical scenarios. An object ob is placed 5m right behind the smartphone. Each volunteers gazes at the object while moving and rotating his/her head freely in front of the smartphone. So, in this case, the ob is so small that the computation may contain large errors and noises. We also observe that the distance between the user and smartphone in the y-axis, has the second largest influence on the accuracy in terms of distance. Such errors are mainly caused by the gaze direction estimation. Farther the viewing distance is, the lower the image size and quality of eyes will be, which in consequence leads to an accuracy drop in the gaze estimation. The impact from the face's height (z-axis) is very small. When the face moves downward (the negative direction of z-axis), the face pose turns to a negative elevation angle, which can result in higher tracking error. However, the error is very small such that its impact is generally negligible.
We then evaluate the performance when merging multiple measurements. In the experiment, a volunteer stands still and moves the smartphone freely in front of the face to localize the intended object ob. Then the object ob is moved 0.5 meter farther away and the volunteer starts the next round of measurement. Meanwhile, we evaluate the accuracy improvement by the sensor fusion plan proposed in Section V. For each test, two results are calculated. One is achieved by the sensor fusion, and the other only involves the vision-based estimation.
Two most similar approaches to our system, OPS [19] and CamLoc [20] , are also prototyped for comparison. CamLoc, designed to estimate the distance to a remote building, fails in most tests due to the inaccurate detection for the irregular contour of daily objects. OPS, which is with similar goal as CamLoc but based on a 3D point cloud technique, only works for the object in quite near distance and with conspicuous appearance. This is because the accuracy of point cloud highly depends on the object's size and surface texture complexity. Fig. 26 shows two examples that OPS fails in estimating the distance for daily commodities, even though they are just 2 meters away.
We show the error CDF in Fig. 27 . There are two points worth noting. First, We see that, although the distribution covers a wide range, the reported results have low errors, especially when the distance is less than 10m. For example, the error is less than 0.1m for 4m and 0.3m for 10m in more than 80% cases. We believe such accuracy is sufficient to support most of the attention-driven application. Second, we see that the RTS based sensor fusion improves the accuracy 40% in average. Besides that, due to the use of smoother estimation for smartphone's positioning, the error distribution is also narrowed.
E. EVALUATION FOR GLOBAL OBJECT LOCALIZATION
Extensive tests are conducted to evaluate the global object localization. We first evaluate the accuracy of indoor localization and then the object's position. The evaluation takes place in a nearly 600m 2 typical office environment. During the evaluation, each volunteer randomly enters 8 rooms and then randomly choose 4 items to measure. The average distance between the volunteers and the selected items is 4.3m with 3.8m standard variance. Fig. 28 shows two error CDF curves of the smartphone's position. In the first curve, labeled as ''Correct Measurements'', all measurement with in-correct room determination is excluded. We see that, the error is very small and the distribution is very narrow. We also see some large error with very small chance. It is mainly due to the occasional incorrect corner detection. The second curve, labeled as ''All Measurements'', includes all the measurement error. We see that the curve can be roughly segmented into two parts. The first is obviously the all correct part. and the second includes either or both the incorrect corner or incorrect room. However, we see that, in more than 90% cases, the error is smaller than 0.2m. Apparently, there is large potential to greatly improve the room determination accuracy. However, it is out of the scope of this paper. Fig. 29 shows the error CDF curves of the global object localization. Not out of expectation, curves in Fig. 29 are just tiny right-shift of the curves in Fig. 28 , and the ''All Measurements'' curve is also smoother. The averagely added error is merely 0.08m. which is consistent with the result shown in Fig. 27 . In more than 80% chance, the total localization error is merely 0.21m with correct room and corner decision. Compared to the large office environment, we are satisfied with the localization accuracy.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present i-VALS, a smartphone-based visual attention detection system. It enables computation of both the gaze direction and distance towards the intended object. A series of computer vision techniques are proposed to achieve this goal on smartphone platforms. VOLUME 7, 2019 Extensive evaluation results demonstrate the high accuracy of i-VALS.
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